Handcrafted quality. Technical precision. A timeless and classic beauty. These are all hallmarks of Maximum® weather instruments. For generations, Maximum has developed a reputation for reliability, accuracy, and customer service that sets us apart. Our instruments adorn the finest homes with a distinctive style that makes an elegant addition to any room.

We appreciate your interest in Maximum weather instruments. On the following pages, you will find a selection of our instruments and weather stations. To see our complete range of weather products, and to learn more about product details and specifications, please visit us at www.maximum-inc.com.
For more than 45 years, Maximum has set the standard for elegant craftsmanship and technical precision. Our weather instruments feature professional quality movements with accuracy that has been tested and proven in many critical commercial applications.

Today, Maximum instruments are still built by hand at our headquarters in New Bedford, Massachusetts. We ship each instrument complete with all necessary sensors, cables, hardware, and batteries. Our customers can be sure that every Maximum instrument is backed by our solid commitment to quality, accuracy and superior service.

Visit www.maximum-inc.com

This catalog provides an overview of our product offerings. Prices shown are for brass case versions of our instruments. Optional case finishes are available for an additional charge. For details on our complete range of products, please visit www.maximum-inc.com. You will find technical specifications, product manuals, customer support, links to our commercial offerings, information on parts and accessories, and more.
This version of Maestro features a second scale to display winds up to 120 MPH.

Maestro 2-S $625.

Vigilant, the instrument Maximum was founded on, displays wind speed as well as highest gust.

Vigilant $395.

Unique to Maestro and Vigilant, our patented Gust Register is a delicate needle of gold-plated phosphor-bronze that lets you monitor the highest gust even if you are not present. Learn more at www.maximum-inc.com.

Maestro, our ever-popular display of local wind conditions, showcases wind speed and direction.

Maestro $595.
Housed in a light wood block, Nor’easter is a 2-digit wind speed instrument powered by AC or 9V battery.

Nor’easter  $225.

Sirocco is a self-powered anemometer, encased in mahogany-finished hardwood, that registers wind speed up to 100MPH.

Sirocco  $225.

Maximum makes it easy to go wireless. Wireless versions require a 900 mHz Wireless Receiver (sold Separately). For more information, visit www.maximum-inc.com/wireless.htm
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Exceptional precision and high-visibility LEDs make this digital wind instrument extremely popular.

Merlin  $650.
Versatile and popular, Mystic digitally displays outside temperature and barometric pressure.

Mystic $625.

Completely self-contained, ComfortMinder needs no external wires to display indoor temperature and humidity.

ComfortMinder $225.

Criterion is the perfect choice for those who want to track outside temperature in Fahrenheit and Celsius.

Criterion $425.

Criterion can display temperature readings from different locations. Additional sensors for air and/or water temperature can be tied to a factory installed multi-sensor switch.

Mini-Max, our remote-reading thermometer, has an exterior sensor that transmits data to the instrument.

Mini-Max $450.

Completely self-contained, ComfortMinder needs no external wires to display indoor temperature and humidity.

ComfortMinder $225.
A powerhouse digital barometer, Mystic also displays outdoor temperature. Mystic $625.

The distinctive dial showcases Predictor’s traditional nomenclature and precision German movement. Predictor $225.

The heirloom-quality movement of Proteus is artfully displayed behind the barometer’s cutaway dial window. Proteus $550.
Cronus provides a digital display of time and date, as well as east coast tides.

Cronus  $425.

Meridian’s accurate quartz movement is powered by a single (AA) battery.

Meridian  $225.

Harbormaster, an east coast tide clock, uses a single hand to indicate hours to high and low tide.

Harbormaster  $225.

Stratus is a remote-reading electronic hygrometer that displays outside relative humidity from 0-100%.

Stratus  $550.

Fully self-contained, ComfortMinder tracks inside temperature and relative humidity.

ComfortMinder  $225.

With the flip of a switch, Rainwatch will display either long- or short-term rainfall. Includes rain collector.

Rainwatch  $550.
WEATHER STATIONS

Maximum weather stations make an elegant statement in any home, while offering a personal window to local weather conditions. Stations are a combination of two or more Maximum instruments on oak or mahogany solid wood panels. Choose one of the popular combinations shown in this catalog or go to maximum-inc.com to create a custom station using our easy online feature.

Our Newport station displays wind, east coast tide and barometric pressure. Newport $1,125.

Mantle Mounts are available in solid oak or mahogany for instruments without external sensors or AC power.

Mantle Mount $80.
WEATHER STATIONS

Observer shows wind, outdoor temperature, indoor humidity & temperature, and barometric pressure. Observer $1,895.

For more information and product details on all of our weather stations please visit maximum-inc.com.

Hatteras displays local wind conditions and barometric pressure. Hatteras $1,225.

Our most popular station, Montauk, monitors wind, temperature, and barometric pressure. Montauk $1,350.
WEATHER STATIONS

Catalina presents wind conditions and temperature readings. **Catalina $1,125.**

Sorcerer tracks wind, temperature, and barometric pressure. **Sorcerer $1,350.**

Portland monitors local wind conditions and barometric pressure. **Portland $895.**

Blackwatch displays wind, temperature, barometric pressure, and rainfall. **Blackwatch $1,895.**

Executive follows indoor temperature and humidity, time, and barometric pressure. **Executive $750.**
WEATHER STATIONS

Marconi is an all-digital display of wind, temperature, barometric pressure, time & tide, and rainfall. **Marconi $2,350.**

Weathermaster shows wind, barometric pressure, temperature, time, indoor temperature, indoor humidity, and rainfall. **Weathermaster $2,695.**

Professional monitors wind, temperature, barometric pressure, time, indoor temperature, and indoor humidity. **Professional $2,150.**
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Montauk Classic $1,850.

Introduced in the late 1970’s, Montauk holds the distinction of being Maximum’s single most requested weather instrument arrangement. This commemorative edition brings back the look of the original instrument dials we used more than 30 years ago, each discreetly imprinted with the words “Limited Edition”.

Each of the brass cases utilizes a unique titanium-based PVD treatment making them virtually tarnish-proof. We have tested cases treated with this finish in a harsh saltwater environment, for the equivalent of 10 years, with no noticeable change in appearance. Completing the weather station’s original “classic” look is a lighter finished, more detailed, solid mahogany wall-mounting panel.

MOUNTING PANELS & OPTIONS

While your Maximum instruments come with all the necessary sensors, cables, power supplies, including batteries, you may wish to add an accessory item or change components. Maximum carries a wide range of accessories for almost every weather instrument. Price information for Maximum accessories is available on www.maximum-inc.com. If you have any questions about which accessory is appropriate for your instrument, please contact us for assistance. Our team will be glad to help.

MOUNTING PANELS

Oak, mahogany and unfinished oak panels for 1 to 6 instruments. Key-holed on the back for wall hanging. Pre-drilled on the front to allow instruments to be mounted either vertically or horizontally.

INSTRUMENT CASES

Instrument cases are available in brass, chrome, or satin nickel. (Additional $25 per instrument for chrome or satin nickel.) Cases may also be ordered with our titanium-based “PVD” finish, which makes it virtually tarnish-proof. (Additional $100 per instrument for PVD finish.)

INSTRUMENT DIALS

Instrument dials are available in spun aluminum with black numerals or in matte black with white numerals. Digital instruments are black dial only.

BRASS PLAQUES

Solid brass, engraved plaques for mantle mount or multi-instrument panels. Engraved message up to 40 characters (including spaces). Makes an ideal commemorative gift.

Brass Plaque, $25.
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MAXIMUM-INC.COM

For details on the products shown in this brochure, please go to www.maximum-inc.com. You’ll find full product descriptions, as well as technical specifications, information on our wireless instruments, product manuals, FAQs, a link to our commercial offerings and other helpful downloads.

OUR COMMITMENT TO YOU

Customer Support
Maximum’s technical department is available to assist with any of our products. Customers may contact us at 508-995-2200 or email us at service@maximum-inc.com.

5-Year Limited Warranty
Maximum warrants the weather instruments it manufactures to be free from defects in materials and workmanship for five years from the date of original purchase. Details on warranty and return procedures may be found at www.maximum-inc.com.

Maestro, Vigilant, Merlin, Sirocco, Mini-Max, Criterion, ComfortFinder, Coutus, RainWatch, Proteus, Predictor, Mystic, Harbormaster, Meridian, Stratus, Sorcerer, Blackwatch, and WeatherMaster are trademarks of Maximum, Inc. Maximum and its distinctive marque are registered trademarks of Maximum, Inc. Details, specifications and prices subject to change without notice. © Maximum, Inc. 2015. Printed in U.S.A.